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ABSTRACT
This study was designed to investigate recall in

preschool children, specifically the cuing technique and possible
storage-retrieval differences. Forty-eight 4-years-old were divided
into two groups. In the blocked presentation condition, items were
presented in category sets of three items, with all items from a
single category on cards of one color. In the random presentation
condition, cards were also presented in sets blocked on color, but
the items on each set were members of different conceptual
categories. Results indicated that nonmeaningful recall cues affected
young children's typical ways of organizing materials for recall, in
ways that either facilitated or were detrimental to the organization
and recall of category items. Cues with no meaningful relationship to
items cued cannot serve effectively as "reminders" of another
category unit, unlike meaningful cues which have been shown in a
number of studies to increase the number of categories represented in
recall. Nonmeaningful cues can work like meaningful cues with young
children in helping them to organize their recalls and, thus,
increase the amount recalled from these categories that are assessed.
(FD)
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A nurther of studies have shown that recall of category items by adults

or children is facilitated when recall is cued using category labels (Moely,

196g; Tulvinq and Pearlstone, 1966). These findings are taken to indicate a

storage -retrieval discrepancy, in that more information is potentially

available to the individual than he reproduces in free recall; with cues, he

is &pie to retrieve additional information that was "stored- but not accessed

during the recall process. Recently, Kobasigawa (1974) has found that

pictorial cues will facilitate children's recall, using picture cues which bear

sone meaninqflil relationship to the set of category items to be recalled.

For exampl, a set of animal names may be cued by presenting the chill with

a pciturn of a 'zoo."

4Nk
A methodological problem in these stud4ies has led other investigators

)

to rue that indeed there is no discrenancy between storage and retrieval,

fr.% but rather, that the effect of cues is to allow the subject to produce free

"Ulk al-)ciations to the category name. which -lay Ile scored as correctly recalled

(Cof.'r, 1067) . :toely (1169) attempted to control for this by selecting

liqt iteris 4hirh 'acre related to but not hig!1 associates of the cue words, and

frInd a Eariliatative effect of cuing arlon-, children ages 6-7 yeah and above.

:)rctrir,ntel tlo Nmeri,:7An i'sycholo7ical Association Convention,
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Although such a selection of items should minimize the effect of free

association, it does not fully eliminate it as a potential contributor to

the increase produced by cuing, since most conceptually related words will

also bear associative relationships.

The aim of the present study was to extend the cuing technique to an

investigation of possible storage-retrieval differences in the recall of

preschool children. The problem of free association to the category cue

is increased in working with a young ago group in which the restricted

number of familar categories limits the possiblity of choosing cues that are

not associatively related to the category items they represent. An alternative

method of cuing was suggested by the notion that preschool children are

oriented toward visual - perceptual aspects of their environments, a characteristic.

that Bruner refers to as 'iconic r3presentation" and which Piaget has described

as tynical of pre-operational thought. It is assumed that when the child sees

a picture of an object and hears its name, some characteristics of the visual

its )lay are stored aloncj with the name. Comparisons of children's recall

following auli/pry or visual presentations have indicated superior recall when

ityns sre prosentod as pictures, presumably because more information about

the item i3 ctore and used in retrieval.

It wss suggested, then, that the young child's tendency to be oriented

trarl :71earanc,2 of thinls could serve as a basis for cuing his

r nail. Th:? proce,lure vto!)ed was to present items as line d.:awings on cards of

tirf..r -. Each 3,1!-Yiet of three iternn contained the same color. Cuing

>f7 carri2d out by pref.ientinci the color narie and an OX,1771pie

):7 .T !'iris'; r!(-7,111 and - si'l'l t-!ie cii1,1 nar,o tte appropriate:

waJ 1.130(1.

0 9,

nethods of itrmi
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presentation, which were expected to enhance-or impair its effectiveness.

Recall studies have most frequently emnloyed a random method Jf

presentation, in which unrelate1 items ar.,) presented contiguously. This

method has been contrasted with blocked presentation, in which items from

the same cateqory or associated items are presented in sequence or

simultanaously. Recall is usually facilitated by .)locking, which is assumed to

allow rehearsal of related items, thus strengthening the tendency for such

items to berm a 'unit" wAich can be read out as such during recall (MoelY,

:only r. Shapiro, 1971).

It was expected in the nr,:sent study that color cuing would facilitate

recall !!)y allowing the to gain access to a category set, rather than by

:ncolraqing hi1 to form new units of unrelated item. Thus, color cuing was

expectel to improve recall when tin. cue '4a9 related to a conceptval category

(e.J., 111 red or,r are furniture) but not when the color sets were unrelated to

r 7 bnes a mo-n trntk., table). Comparisons of cued and

r:e eAcl. ty)e of presentation were expected to show 1)

ficilittzion of r2call 1),/ cuing after blocked presentation; and 2) no

Ficilitation of recall by L;%:ing after random presentation. Such effects were

hr,:aul of the role cuing should play with regard to recall crganization:

nre-;entltion, cinj should increase cateqory clustering relative to

-;v.()./r, in witn ran+-N.1 nr,23entation,cuing by color works against

-quif-rinl in recall.
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Method

Subjects. Forty-eight four-year-old children, equally divided by sex,

were tested. Six boys and six girls were randomly assigned to each Presentation

by Recall subgroup. Children were obtained from three nursery schools for

middle to uppec-middle class families in the city of New Orleans. Three male

experimenters, undergraduates at Tulane University, tested equal numbers

of children in each experimental condition.

materials and Procedure. Each subject was first given a practice trial

with three pictures of familiar, unrelated items. All children were able to

recall these items perfectly after either one or two presentstion-recaU. trials.

The main task was then introduced. Two Presentation conditions were used:

in blocked presentation, items were presented in category sets of three items,

with all items from a single category on cards of one color. Categories were

body,narts, eating utensils, fruit, furniture, InialjalkIAL, and vehicles.

corresponding colors were white, green, yellow, grey, red and blue, In

the random presentation condition, cards were also presented in sets blocked

on color, tut the items in each set were members o! different conceptual

categories (e.g., car, knite, and sun were all of the same hue and were

prr.,lented together) . In presentation, the .: xperimenter displayed cards one

at a tine, a3%ing the, :hill to name each item as it was rresented. The first

two items in each stk.set remained within the subject's view until after the

third card was presented, aflr which the experimenter collected all three

car+; and proc.noled to the next presentation trial. The rate of presentation

'411 1,iorox-matrAy three .=1:onlA :)er item. Since: children were sometimes slc/

in naminq item, total prelentlion time averaged 69.( seconds, with no difference
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between presentation or recall groups. If a child was unable to label an

item ( a rare occurrence), the experimlnter supplied the name. Ater the

set of la cards had been presented, the experimenter requested recall. Free

recalls were obtained from half of the children in each presentation

condition, while the remainder were cued with color names. As the experimenter

requested a color set, he illustrated the color name by showing the

Hill a hlanX care of the appropriate hue. Any items recalled were accented

and recorded, whether or net they corresponded to the correct color category.

Two additional presentation-recall trials were give. A period of three

minutes was allowed for each recall, with cued recall paced at a rate of

thirty seconds per category, Order of presentation and recall cuing were

counterbalanced acP.oss subjects within each sex group and condition.

Results and Discussion

Items recalled. An analysil of valiance of the total number of items

rJcellea, including Presentation Method, Recall Method. Sex of Subject, and Trials

ii,?lic!ft a siinificc,nt interaction of Presentation Method with Recall Method,

(1, 40) T 6.38, p ('.02, such that vied recall was superior to free recall under

blocked presentation, but ?roluced a strong inverse effect follewing random

oresentatio:I. Se9arate analyses of variance for each presentation condition

qh4-710,4ed that the facilitation of recall thronAcuing after blocked presentation

13 71-)t. a f;ignificant effet, F (1, 20) 1.32 p .20, with means for cued recal'.

).",4 ar. for free re(:all, 1.13. The difference bet-..den cued auld free recall

r-r ranlexl lenP,07ion wv; r(1, 20) -= 8.24, p (.01, with a mean

OT,nlf; anl 7.14 itoms recalled in free recall. !VI

Meo-h,),I with Tri,41',, F(2, 9';, p innicatl

0 e)
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greater improvement over triala with blocked than with random presentation.

Significant main effects of PresvntationMethod and Trials were qualified by

these in*zaractions.

Clustering. Oraani_ation of recall ac,:oraingito conceptual category was

using the ICI index developed by Robinson (1966) , and scores were

analyzed in the sime fashion as scores for amount recalled. Clustering

effects closely mirrored those obtained for recall scores. A significant

interaction of Presentation Method by Recall Method, NI, 40) 3=20.26, p <.001,

3howe,1 that, a3 eroctol, clang fA ilitatea orvanization after blocked

pc:1,-ntation but hai the inverse effect following random presentation. With

t Ickel presentation, curd recall showed an average ICI of .767, compared to

a mean ICI for free recall of .52'), Which was a significant difference according

to an analysis of variance of blocked presentation dat-., F(1, 20) IN 7.10, p-..02.

rollJinq random prlsentation, ICI was much lower for cued (X .055) than for

(:(. 31m .264), F(1, 2')) = 24.6, p ..001. An interaction of Presentation

/ 0-hoil by Trials, F(2,T)) im 14.71, p .001, was due to an increase in ICI :cores

rriill licrkei ores-mtatirm, with little change over trials when items

pr,!n(1 in rinlon lain affects of Presenation Method anl Trials

t)7 these: in:.-!ractionq.

:!-)i-cts liven r.1-7. :)resentancoulii also organize recall on th"

rAtir Althoug'l

1v." tH. i!i 'n nr-;lnze h col -)r, an lnalysis of color ICI Scores

o- 'i ! fl,* ih-rise the 1-10u-r of color clustering sho,n.

,! fcr 1 rocIll anl .0T) for fro rec111.

'VI I I P tiI

-1* -YYL,)r

,(', V ,
# P ,IPV /yr, now
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that children ''ho received blocked presentation were more successful at

recalling itums in rusponso to tho correct color cue than ware those recet.ving

random presentation (8J% and 1. s of all items recalled were given

in rosponna to the cerruct color for the blocked and random presentation groups,

respactivaly). In cued recall following random presentation, the subjects

sho,.:ed low color clustering, suqgosting that they did not form units of the

random item groups, rad a low number of items given in response to the

approptiatl cues, suigsting that they did not remember the color of each item.

1}1sco.co-1 prn.,n4-ltion, on other hand. high organization scores suggest

that. It wts elsy to cluster itoms when they were conceptually ranted; and it

war: el3ier to connJct a color cue to sets of related items than to random sots.

Cat_!gory and within-category recall. studies of cuing have often considered

two aspccts of recall sJparately analyzing the number of categories represented

racall (Rc) and the lverage number of itJm5 recslld from each category

reo,:ented in recall (Rw/c, or 'within category recall"). Tulving and Pearlstone

(1-) founl t!1 it adult fa?:.rly constant in the size of the cateqory units

.-111A and thtt affects the number of such category units represented in

(11(,)) and Kohantgawa (1974) found a similar effect /or number of

rec1LL1 by children, nut also found that cuinc: improved within-cat .o.ori

Zia -..'1.11ren up to Mout :".i4ht years or age. Improvement in within-category

T.-nil To! r;-;11t: From th._ 'en!ricy of category cuing to force the to c1113t-.r

,-Avoqor, I(7.1 lcor! mare affctod by cuing in the prtlofmt

J:1 It_ wi'7'lin--:'Itorp,r, recall would bc: limilmrly mffecteA.

,n 7-111 1Lthort, F(1, 4n) 14.82, : .00l,

!:1.* wl; `Arme7k pr,lqe.mtmtion, TN/c s:,)r, wrr.,

F,,r Fr r rill, L-(1, 1(;) p ,05, with m rvrIn of
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2.19 items pei category for cued recall and a mean of 2.16 items per category

for free recall. After random presentation, the inveise effect obtained, with

cued recall yielding lows Rw/c scores than did free recall, F(1, 20) - 11.91, p(..01.

within - category recall aver 104 1.24 items for cued subjects and 1.80 items for

subjects given free recall. Fed/c scores increased over trials, F(2, 80) I.

10.53, 1:). .001. A main effect of Presentation Method is qualified by the

iiltaraction above.

The number of categories represented J.n recall did not show a significant

effect of recall method under either presentation condition. Rc scores increased

over trials, F(2. 80) = 51.67, p<;.101, from a mean of 2.85 on the first trial

to a main of 4.36 on the third trial. yo other effects were significant. Unlike

rvaniniful cues, color cv.t:29 did not help the child access new categories. Since

was no intrinsic relationship between the color cue and the category, it

19 r.a.lonable that this should have been the case. If the possitlity of some

conc,Ttual relationlhip tvAween the cue and items is entirely eliminated, then,

lors not aid in the recall of additional categories. The effect of cuing

to its role in orlanizinq the chiP13 recall. Since subjects were

y-1,17y; whoie usf! of organi*ation is not particularly systematic or

:)07-7.:;i7e. it is reas,)nat,le that cuing should aft the order of recall,

fatIory r,1 1storinq ant within-cat-...gory recall in the appropriate

r.Iay n., ar-ru,1 that pfYlail,lity of a storaq -retriv11

,711u1td by ex71ination of only first trill dat,t.

fir; r ill, *Hct-!; lnd feo r,call confltions

r-- Iii(. lny fuAlOArin !-,7 -Ain; or. Trial nr1,-! wolll

; _vrrmnt r-Ari.w!d in
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free recall. Comparisons of free and cued recall on Trial One yielded results

very similar to those already pr.3ented. With blocked presentation, clustering

and within-category re..all were improved with cues, indicating that a storage-

retrieval discrepancy on the level of itJma within categories was overcome by

requiring the child to organize his recall. This facilitating effect was not

great ent.oh to affect the total number of items recalled, however, and it had

no effect on the number of categories represented in recall.

In summary, non-meaningful recall cues affected young children's typical

wayA of orianizing materials for recall, in ways that either facilitated or

letrimental to the organization and recall of category items. This study

-.elps to elaborate the manner in which cuing of categories operates to influence

Cur call. el with no meaningful relationship to items cued can not serve

f fictively as 'reminders' of anoth2r category unit, unlike meaningful cues

which have been shlwn in a number of studies to increase the number of categories

r .r,-;;-.t:1 in recall. Vonmeaningfta :ues can work like meaningful cues with

.ouni children in helping th-:m to orTtinize their recalls and thus, increase the

irrnt recall(24 from thee-: categories that are accessed.
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